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Abstract

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to describe the significance of the intersubjectivity that is present in clinical educators in selected hospitals in La Araucania, Los Lagos and Los Ríos regions.

**Methods:** A qualitative, exploratory, contextual and descriptive design was used and this approach was regarded as the most appropriate for this study. The population of this study consisted of thirty clinical educator nurses from three hospitals in southern Chile to the clinical teaching role.

**Data collection:** Data was collected by means of focus group discussion interviews during which participants were able to describe their experiences of the clinical placement in the real life setting and the support received from the professional nurses. Data were collected until data saturation was reached.

**Data analysis:** The researcher used the process of bracketing and remained neutral, setting aside previous knowledge and beliefs about the phenomenon under investigation. The researcher listened to the audiotapes used for data collection several times until the researcher completely satisfied with the interpretation of the verbatim data. The codes established are as follows: otherness valuation, motivation and learning by mistake, support need, professional experience valuation, value settlement, practical and theoretical articulation, comprehension and otherness, ethics of the host, pedagogical model, ethical-moral responsibility, subjectivity formation, face-to-face interaction and support need.

**Ethical consideration:** The research is based on the Singapore Declaration and has the informed consent of the nurses interviewed.
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Introduction

The clinical practices in hospitals constitute an essential professional place in the training of nurses, which is complementary to the training that takes place in university classrooms. In this circumstance the students mobilize the specific competences to develop their profession, and in this way to consolidate competences and disciplinary codes for the undertaking of the human being care [1]. In this context, the university educator and the teaching assistant in nursing formative articulation is the optimal intersection between theory and practice, which facilitates the student’s integral development through a reflexive, scientific and authentic thinking, considering the local reality where the student has to work professionally [2]. This integration is a complex challenge, as the student implies more work burnout and a double concern for the clinical nurse “the patient and the student in practice.” Furthermore, the role of nurses’ formative modeling is affected by their permanent rotation in health care services. In this context, a critical dimension in this process corresponds to the actual pedagogical time destined for the teaching, which is not considered realistically in the curricular programs of the universities [3].

Currently, the professional role of the nurse is legally legitimized by Article 113 of the Chilean Health Code, to which the Sanitary Authority Act of 2004 is added [4]. In addition to this, the enactment of the General Technical Regulation which operationalizes the nursing care management in public hospitals is added, giving it a great responsibility and numerous functions and attributions that strengthen and deepen the professional role of nursing [5]. The field of clinical teaching, as part of the training process, gives the student opportunities for reflection on professional action and a critical view of the dynamics of existing relationships in the environment, which favor the theoretical and practical integration, provide the development of new knowledge, and influence the attitudinal, conceptual and procedural formation [6]. Therefore, in clinical practice, the student is confronted with his/her new formative reality, starting an experiential learning process in which he/she is trained from the practical wisdom and the technical-instrumental nature of the process to integrate himself/herself as a beginner professional [7].

Nursing is responsible for the care itself, through the patient’s care, reception and well-being, and the coordination and intersection with other clinical fields to provide health care. Nursing care can be understood as a communicative and intersubjective act that requires specific knowledge and understanding of the context in which the people live, work and get sick [8].
In the same vein, the practice of teaching is still exercised intuitively. The traditional paradigm from which it is argued that a professional – for the mere fact of being one – can teach his/her discipline, still remains to a greater extent in various professional fields. However, the empirical evidence demonstrates the lack of didactic knowledge of the content to deal with teaching and clinical tutoring with bases and tools that facilitate the deep learning and students’ learning [9]. The “teaching” attribute occupies an important place for the total of participants, “interpreted as the fulfillment of the competences related to knowledge (conceptual knowledge), knowing how to do something (procedural knowledge) and knowing how to be (values)” [10].

The importance of the clinical educator in the student’s formation is visualized in the multiple functions that he/she develops, from the support delivery to the modeling; thus, the intersubjective relationship between the teacher and the student are important [11].

All these variables converge to determine that nursing has different roles within the clinical teaching: a) task performance, b) appropriate care delivery to the patient at the required time, c) appropriate care delivery to the patient focused on the achievement of individual outcomes for the patient, and d) collaboration in the delivery of that appropriate care [6-12].

At present, the teaching-assistance relationship of health facilities, such as the Base de Valdivia Hospital and the Hernán Henríquez Aravena de Temuco Regional Hospital is regulated by the General Administrative Technical Norm N° 18 from MINSAL (Chilean Health Ministry), updated in 2012, in which the allocation and use of clinical fields’ criteria are established [13]. It is possible to say that the norm does not contemplate preparation and improvement as teaching requirements that the professionals must have in order to perform functions such as demonstration, accompaniment and supervision of students. In light of this situation, practice environments are complex, and the amount of data and information nurses handle is ample, as they must assimilate a great deal of information about each person and decide what to do. The theory allows them to organize and understand what happens in life to critically analyze the patient’s situations, make clinical decisions, plan the patient’s care, propose appropriate nursing interventions, predict patient outcomes and evaluate the effectiveness of care [14].

In the field of health, many aspects related to health practices can be studied under the hermeneutical approach, since this is a field that sustains constant interpretation and knowledge synthesis tasks, providing conditions to recognize different interests and contrariness that are present in a given interaction, and creating new possibilities for a new meaning ad reconstruction [15].

The clinical pedagogical practice is not only another discipline about man, which is parallel to the others, but also it is a kind of social knowledge that re-elaborates and reconstructs the senses produced by a particular historical and cultural horizon. Any health related action has an instrumental meaning and a technical basis derived from the knowledge setting-up in the health area [16].

The pedagogy of the otherness appears as an epistemological possibility for nursing professionals, in which the main action axis is developed through the attention to people; the broad system of theories, in which the science of nursing is based upon, is applied in its instrumentalization. It is about a deliberate approach to problem solving that requires cognitive, technical and interpersonal skills and it is aimed at meeting the patient, the family system and the community needs [17].

It is relevant that the nursing professionals have an orientation for daily situations; a practical orientation, not just a technical one, in order to deal with the process related to health attendance. That process is not natural; it is complex and it must be rebuilt all the time; thus, the integration among the technical success, the practical success and the practical wisdom appreciation is enriching. This is obtained from systematic practice in the world of everyday life. Practical wisdom has a conceivable character, that is, it deals with eventuality, with the doubt, with human events and experiences; it does not deal with perennial, causal and universal aspects. It is not a type of knowledge that produces objects, artifacts or instruments. It is a non-cumulative type of knowledge; it can emerge from experiences, from common or divergent interests, from tensions and possibilities of intersubjective relations [16-18].

For the development of professional competences, the students require support, supervision and teaching to facilitate their learning outcomes achievement during their clinical placements [6]. The professional process formation is considered as a teacher-learner relationship, in which both teach and learn enriching each other. This formative act is based on the experiences of each one, so that the learners stop to be oppressed and advance towards their own formation self-regulation [19]. Initially, there are insecurities in the handling of patients, the first intersubjective experiences with death are experienced, and learning is done through the observation of peers and other professionals. The experience that comes out of the practical wisdom finally constitutes the professional being [20]. The intersubjective encounter is the central axis of holistic care, and in order to participate in the cure of the patient, the nurse should address the patient with an open, sincere and meaningful dialogue [21].

**Purpose of the Study**

The purpose of the study was to explore and describe the value that intersubjectivity acquires from the practical wisdom of the nursing clinical educator who works in public hospitals in Los Lagos, Los Ríos and La Araucanía regions in Chile.

**Research Objectives**

- To explore the value that intersubjectivity acquires and the practical wisdom of the nursing clinical educator who works in public hospitals in the Los Lagos, Los Ríos and La Araucanía regions.
- To describe the value that intersubjectivity acquires and the practical wisdom of the nursing clinical educator who works in public hospitals in the Los Lagos, Los Ríos and La Araucanía regions.

**Significance of the Study**

**Significance to the learners, nurse educators and professional nurses**

The study results can contribute to improving the initial professional training of nurses who are responsible for the final internships at the universities. Likewise, it allows assuring the training quality through a balance between technical (objective) knowledge and attitudinal (subjective) knowledge, which will contribute competent nurses with a
focus on the human person, as a value in himself/herself, to society. The fields involved: training colleges/universities and hospitals can help each other to correct problems arising from clinical teaching practices as more research of this nature develops.

**Significance of the research**

The study results could contribute to the research in the area of the clinical teaching of nurses, especially in the final phase of the training processes. This study also highlights the profession intersubjective dimension, which in many circumstances seems to be subordinated to the technical-instrumental rationality.

**Research Methodology and Research Design**

The research is qualitative, descriptive, oriented by the theoretical-methodological approach of the tradition of the constructionist grounded theory and with dense descriptive scope. Qualitative methods allow the capture and reconstruction of the performers' meaning from their own points of view [22]. At the same time, through a hermeneutical approach the meanings unveiled by the professionals are interpreted, in order to obtain a deep understanding of the phenomenon, like in this case, the intersubjective relations and the practical wisdom of the clinical teaching of nurses [23].

**Research setting**

The study was carried out in the sample hospitals in the cities of Temuco, Valdivia and Osorno, where students are assigned to be supervised by nurse educators.

**Population**

According to Burn and Grove [8]; Polit and Beck [9] the population refers to the entire group of people or objects that were of interest to the researcher and which were constituted as units of analysis. The study included 14 nursing professionals from the Base de Valdivia Hospital, 8 from the San José de Osorno Hospital and 8 from the Hernán Henríquez Aravena de Temuco Hospital until achieving saturation of meanings regarding the experience of the clinical teaching role. Therefore, a total of 30 subjects participated in the study. The inclusion criteria were as it follows: a) five or more years of work experience; b) clinical teaching experience of two or more years, as a nurse guide, with nursing students in hospital internship admission period; c) nurse working in hospitalized adult-children services, emergency care and/or ambulatory patients' service; and d) day shift or shift system.

**Data collection**

Non-structured interviews, focus groups and field notes were used from observations. Non-structured interviews and focus groups lasted approximately 60 min and field notes were developed in the context of student practices during their internship period with the presence of the clinical educator. These instruments allow the development of an effective research for the collection of information, for the freedom and flexibility for the decision making during its development, promoting the construction of a holistic and comprehensive knowledge of the reality [24]. All of the above has the aim of unveiling the intersubjective relationships that arise from the practical wisdom that is present in the practice process of students' internships.

**Ethical Considerations**

**Protecting the rights of the participants**

The researcher avoided discrimination against the Bridging course learners on the basis of sex, race, ethnicity or other factors that were deemed to jeopardise the trustworthiness of the study results [25]. Both individual and societal benefits that are directly related to participation in this research.

**Beneficence**

According to Polit and Beck beneficence is the most fundamental principle in research. To adhere to this principle, the well-being (physical, emotional, social of financial) of the respondent must be protected from discomfort and harm [26]. In this study the researcher did not harm and refrain from exploiting participants, and promoted both individual and societal benefits that are directly related to participation in this research.

**Right to be informed**

The participants have the right to know what the research entails, how it will influence them, the risks and the benefits and that they may refuse to participate in the study should they choose to do so [27].

**Justice**

The principle of justice means that participants need to be treated fairly [28]. The researcher respected the rights of the learners to privacy and the right to fair treatment in the context of research participation [25-28].

**Data Analysis**

For the reduction and analysis of qualitative data, once the interviews were made and recorded, they were transcribed in word format in a textual way, which allowed discovering emerging categories in relation to the intersubjective relations of clinical teaching practices of nursing professionals. Recorded field notes were also considered as part of the preliminary information for the analysis [29]. Atlas-ti 8.0 software was used for the coding and theoretical categorization of the data, since it allows the processing of information in a more expeditiously. We established categories and subcategories represented in conceptual networks, which were explained in the analysis of the results, this way facilitating the gathering of the open categories, and allowing the researcher to visualize the relationships among codes, which are highlighted with an axial link or link [22-32].

**Trustworthiness of the Study**

Findings were discussed between the researcher and the participants. Accuracy was maintained throughout the study by making use of member checks and allowing the participants who provided the information to check both the data and the interpretation.

**Dependability**

The researcher enhanced the dependability of this study by involving an expert in qualitative research to assist with data analysis and the interpretation of data. The researcher kept all records of all
stages of the research process for the purpose of audits done by experts [22,23,25,30,31].

**Transferability**

The researcher enhanced transferability by providing an in-depth discussion and interpretation of data and by using focus group discussions [22,23,25,30,31].

**Conformability**

The researcher maintained the conformability of this study by taking comprehensive notes throughout the research. The researcher also ensured that data is accurately interpreted, and reflected the information that was obtained from the participants. Thus the findings were shared with participants to confirm the information they gave. Information was discussed with the supervisor and the qualitative research expert to prevent any form of bias [22,23,25,30,31].

**Results and Discussion**

The meanings unveiled by nurses who perform clinical teaching in public hospitals in southern Chile allow us to understand the complex intersubjective relationships that are constructed, from the conceptual to the emotional areas, considering the professional path and the personal experience around the teaching. The social reality of this everyday life world is marked by discursive interaction with others (Figure 1).

Through the investigative process and the methodology used, not only are the meanings of intersubjective relationships revealed, but the different hospital contexts show the concrete setting in which teacher assistance integration is developed from the point of view of practical wisdom.

Based on the reports of nursing professionals, relevant aspects to consider are revealed, mainly in the definition of the value they give to the subjective and intersubjective dimension and to the pedagogical tools that are necessary to carry out this task consciously.

In relation to the concept of clinical teaching in nursing, several names associated with this construct arise, such as clinical tutor and guide nurse; the latter being the most recognized figure by the interviewees, since in some cases, the word "educator" is associated with a professional who is dedicated to the teaching in the classroom. Through the narratives, there is a lack of clarity regarding the categorical denomination of the nursing professional who guides students in their practical experiences. This could without any doubt generate ambiguities in the functions to be performed, as well as with the scarce recognition or valuation of the role.

One of the meanings that stand out is the idea of "professional model." The nurses remember the educators who were exemplary mentors in their initial professional training and recognize the importance of being a good model for students, worthy of imitation, the one that shows the best of himself/herself, so that students can reflect in them and visualize their own future. The role of model is one of the most far-reaching means to transmit values, attitudes and patterns of thoughts and behaviors to students, since the testimony leaves unintelligible traces in the formation of the human being [33]. Based on the above, the idea that the main strategy that all clinical educators can show is their own example is reinforced, since this modeling constitutes an important training reference for students. Assuming this idea in a responsible way, allows replicating those educator practices that over time will improve the quality of the profession as a whole.

Regarding the "pedagogical model" code to Freire [19] "who forms is formed and reforms when forming and who is formed is formed when formed"; therefore, subjects are not reduced to the category of objects. This is relevant for the training processes as it challenges the teaching management and it requires a personal and professional profile that allows the student an integral accompaniment. In order to fulfill this task, it is essential that teachers understand the value that the pedagogical knowledge of content has and the teacher empathy with his students.

Regarding the "need for support" code, teaching is defined as the teacher's effort to help students process information meaningfully and become students who self-regulate their learning; one of the methods that forms this new paradigm is the scaffolding [34]. As it has been seen, the support is a relevant axis for those who start in the profession. Because of this, the most experienced teacher tutorials, to those who are beginners, are important; this mobilizes, especially to those who need help, a high sense of vocation, and personal and professional modeling.

For the "theory/practice articulation" code, it is important to note that integration is a consequence of the student's dialogical relationship with the world [35]. One of the most complex challenges of the formative act is the achievement of full agreement between theory and practice, because through real examples students visualize the complexities involved in putting into practice what has been theoretically learned in classrooms. This situation invigorates the formative processes, since it implies an enriching relationship between the empirical evidence accumulated through the scientific and formal knowledge and the wisdom that the practice itself grants through the intersubjectivity experience.

Regarding the "sedimentation of values" code, the clinical educator acts as a tutor and must be characterized by his/her accessibility and closeness at any stage of the formative period, by his/her role of facilitator and director of the learning process that corresponds to him/her. He/she must be a person who not only has a well-organized mind, but also that the simple lines of his/her spirit indicate to the student that he/she is before a good person [35]. A fundamental aspect in higher education is the teaching of values; this implies that educators must have the ability to understand that not only must technical and
instrumental skills be developed, but also aspects related to mood/spirit and willingness to accompany the students are essential components in students' mentoring.

In the “face-to-face code interaction”, the professional commitment or vocation evidences the idea that the learning is always first intersubjective or interpsychological and then intrapsychological. In other words, firstly, it is everybody's task and finally, it is one's task, since the conditions resulting from optimal and fluid intersubjective relations affect the proper appropriation of the learners' knowledge.

Related to the “motivation and learning by mistake” code, the action of the clinical mentor educator is understood as the off-line counseling from one person to another for the realization of a meaningful transition of knowledge, work or thought [36]. One of the most significant roles in the teaching-learning process is to assume the task of guidance and orientation for beginner professionals and students who are in the final formative phase. The presence of a good guide safeguards the support that every student needs when he/she has made an inadequate decision or does not have the practical tools to carry out a particular action. The welcome word, to value learning by mistake, can be important for a student in training.

Regarding the “valuation of professional experience”, it is interesting to note that students generally wish to work with clinical educators who have experience and competencies in their specialty and who have knowledge to provide quality care [37]. Finally, regarding ‘ethical-moral responsibility’, it should be emphasized that teaching is a moral task because it is an action that is carried out with other human beings, where questions concerning what is fair, righteous and virtuous are always present. This implies that the educator's behavior, at all times and in all senses, is a moral issue.

Conclusion

Today one of the axes of the paradigm shift in the health professionals' behavior is linked to the need to move towards a more humanizing attention to patients. This implies that both clinical educators and students must start from the base that the most important value that a person has is precisely to be a person; therefore, the moral commitment to him/her is the basic condition of every human relationship, which will always be intersubjective.

This research shows the need for pedagogical training to clinical educators. Pedagogical-didactic tools are required since the intuitive and based on past experiences are not necessarily related to current methodologies, which hinder the development of appropriate and relevant didactic transpositions of the disciplinary contents that students should know and know how to do.

Intersubjective relationships in nursing are fundamental for the theoretical-practical integration, especially in the final training period; therefore, understanding the nurses' experience in the educational process must be a permanent concern of the educational institutions in order to devise strategies which will improve the teaching-learning settings and the teaching quality.
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